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Conflict Dynamics in Syria
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Population Density in Syria
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Source: Stratfor, https://www.google.com/search?q=Syria+population+density+maps&tbm=isch&imgil=DoUMgoWdhrcALM%253A%253Bqxzi4i_uSW4ufM%253Bhttp%25253A%25252F%25252Fwww.heritageforpeace.org%25252Fsyria-countryinformation%25252Fgeography%25252F&source=iu&pf=m&fir=DoUMgoWdhrcALM%253A%252Cqxzi4i_uSW4ufM%252C_&biw=1338&bih=976&ved=0CCoQyjdqFQoTCNXLnIuR08cCFckFjgod6wsNWA&ei=Ni_kVdXYFcmLuATrl7TABQ&usg=__OC351H
Edwr5kYLecIZo4L-ys5yU%3D#imgrc=q-lXqYU6ivLyiM%3A&usg=__OC351HEdwr5kYLecIZo4L-ys5yU%3D

The Pre-War Ethnic Sectarian Nightmare in the Levant

Source: Columbia University Gulf/2000 Project, and http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/worldviews/wp/2013/08/27/the-one-map-that-shows-why-syria-is-socomplicated/
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Syria: Religious and Ethnic Groups: March 2011

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 15
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Syria: Ethnic and Linguistic Groups: March 2011

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 15
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Syria: Topography and Regional Divisions

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 8
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Syria: Physiography

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 9
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Energy Vulnerability in Syria

http://www.eia.gov/beta/international/analysis.cfm?iso=SYR
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Damascus: Satellite Image

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 10
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Multiple Wars in Syria

Interactive Conflicts and Tensions:
Conflict in Iraq, US and Arab Gulf vs. Iran, Kurds vs. Turkey, US vs. Russia, Refugee
crisis in Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey, Iraq; Hezbollah vs. Other factions in Lebanon,
Syrian Border with Israel
Source: Pencana, Almukhtar, and Lai; New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/16/world/middleeast/untangling-theoverlapping-conflicts-in-the-syrian-war.html.
.
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Key Elements of Syria’s Four Main Fighting Factions
1. ISIS:
Claim 200,000. Probably 44,000-60,000 core fighters with
some 30,000 volunteers. Mostly captured Syrian and Iraqi
weapons supplied by U.S. and Russia. Some armor,
modern ATGMs and Manpads.

2. Assad and Allied Forces:
Remnants of Syrian armed forces – Cut from 300,000 in
Army to some 125,000-176,000, major active land and air
weapons strength unclear but may retain up to 3,000
tanks, 2,500 field artillery pieces, 500 MLRS, 1,000
mortars and some 2,000 ground fire-capable anti-aircraft
guns. Active fixed wing air strength may be down to 200215, rotary wing unknown, but more than 30 attack
helicopters.
Russian fighters, attack helicopters, SAMs (SA-22, MRLs
(?), and advisors at forward combat unit level.
Also Alawite Militias, National Defense Forces
paramilitary units with 30,000-60,000 partly trained
fighters; at least 6 military groups; Hezbollah forces;
6,000-7,000 Iranian “volunteers and IRGC forces.
3. Kurdish Forces:
Include Kurdish People's Protection Units (YPG) (claim
65,000), Jabhat al-Akrad (7,000) Kurdistan Workers'
Party: and Islamist elements. No reliable estimates, but
some

20,000-35,000 possible. Largely U.S. supplied arms and
small arms. Some Special Forces trainers.

4. Rebel and Independent Forces:
Many small armed groups, increasingly Islamist and nonsecular. 25,000-35,000 full and part time fighters. No
central command and differ by area. Main groups are:
Aleppo Province: more moderate Fatah Halab
Operations Room excludes hard-line groups. Ansar alShariah Operations Room, formed as a response to Fatah
Halab, works with Al Nusra Front, an affiliate of Al
Qaeda.
Central Syria around Idlib, Latakia and Hama: largest
group is Army of Conquest or Jaish al-Fatah, an alliance
of Islamist factions, including the Nusra Front which is an
Al Qaeda’s affiliate/ Ahrar al-Sham is another large
group. Also are more moderate rebel factions, some of
which have received covert arms support from CIA, Arab
Gulf states, others.
Damascus region: Army of Islam, a group with financial
backing from Saudi Arabia, has declared war on Russia.
It is one of several armed groups that form the East
Gouta Council.
Southeast: Southern Front coalition of small armed
groups like the New Syrian Force that have U.S. aid and
support a secular government.

Source: Aram Nerguizian, The Military Balance in Shattered Levant, June 15, 2015, CSIS;, IISS; Carter Center; IHS-Janes, ISW;, NYT
http://www.nytimes.com/ihttp://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/02/world/middleeast/syria-russia-airstrikes-rebels-army-conquest-jaish-alfatah.htmlnteractive/2015/09/29/world/middleeast/100000003948336.app.html, and
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Key Factional Fighting in 2015

Source: Pencana, Almukhtar, and Lai; New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/16/world/middleeast/untangling-theoverlapping-conflicts-in-the-syrian-war.html.
.
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Belligerents in Syria: Late November 2015

Source:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/com
mons/8/8e/Russian_military_action_in_Syria_
in_November_2015.gif
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The Complex Mix of Belligerents in Syria: Early January 2016 - I

Source: Wijipediahttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_armed_groups_in_the_Syrian_Civil_War, January 29, 2016
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The Complex Mix of Belligerents in Syria: Early January 2016 - II

Source: Wijipediahttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_armed_groups_in_the_Syrian_Civil_War, January 29, 2016
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The
Complex
Mix of
Combat
Forces in
Syria: Early
January
2016

Source:
Wijipediahttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_o
f_armed_groups_in_the_Syrian_Civil_War,
January 29, 2016
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New U.S. Strategy in Syria
• Shift away from Iraq first strategy, which is “tactically stalemated,” to more
active role in Syria.
• Step up air strikes in support of moderate forces.
• Downplay or abandon major formal training efforts (5,000 a year, 15,000
total) of New Syrian Army/Syrian Arab Coalition forces by U.S. military
advisors.

• Focus on CIA and forward Special Forces efforts to support Kurdish and Arab
Sunni forces. Provide more ammo. Light weapons.
• Work with Arab Gulf states, Turkey, Jordan to support other more moderate
rebel forces. Help expedite flow of ammo and weapons.
• In the north, work with Syrian Kurds (20,000-25,000) and U.S. CIA-Special
Forces-Qatar-Saudi trained Arab volunteers (3,000-5,000) to move on ISIS
and advance toward Raqqa. Provide them with far more air support.
• In south, use rebels trained in Jordan to funnel more ammo and weapons,
support advances on ISIS.
• Role of existing three U.S.-backed factions of Free Syrian Army -- Liwa
Suqour al-Jabal rebel and others -- in area now under Russian air attack
unclear.
Source:
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Shifting Areas of Control in Syria: 1/2014

Source: “Tracking the Russian Airstrikes in Syria,” New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/09/30/world/middleeast/syria-control-mapisis-rebels-airstrikes.html?_r=0#time-series, 4/1-015
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Syria: Control of Territory: January 2014

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 11
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Syria: Major Clashes: January 2014- January 2015

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 12
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Shifting Areas of Control in Syria: 1/2014 to 10/2015

Source: “Tracking the Russian Airstrikes in Syria,” New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/09/30/world/middleeast/syria-control-map-isis-rebelsairstrikes.html?_r=0#time-series, 4/1-015
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Shifting Areas of Control in Syria: 1/2015

Source: “Tracking the Russian Airstrikes in Syria,” New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/09/30/world/middleeast/syria-control-mapisis-rebels-airstrikes.html?_r=0#time-series, 4/1-015
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Kobane

BBC Zones
of Control
1-2015

Allepo

Homs

Damascus

Map sources: areas of control and border crossings from the Syria Needs Analysis Project; all other geographical detail from humanitarian organisations and Google,
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-22798391
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Rough
Estimate
of Current
Areas of
Control –
6-30-2015

Source: Pamela Engel,
This detailed Syria map
shows what territory
ISIS is truly fighting for,
Business Insider, June
30, 2015,:
http://www.businessins
ider.com/map-of-syriashows-what-isis-is-trulyfighting-for-20156#ixzz3kOBnu5GO
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Zones of
Control
in Syria
ISW
Estimate
September
2, 2015

Source: Institute
for the Study of
War,
https://mail.google
.com/mail/u/0/#se
arch/ISW/14fdf9c7
9b69ce51
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Zones of
Control
in Syria

Syria: UCA Estimate

UCA
Estimate
September
2, 2015

Source: Institute
for United Conflict
Analysis
s://pietervanostaey
en.files.wordpress.
com/2015/09/2000
px-syria15.png
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Local
Force
Postures
in Syria:
NYT Map
1/10/2015

Source:
http://www.n
ytimes.com/i
nteractive/20
15/09/29/wor
ld/middleeast
/1000000039
48336.app.ht
ml?_r=0
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Syria War 30/9/15 to 12/10, 2015: NYT Estimate

Source: New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/16/world/middleeast/untangling-the-overlapping-conflicts-in-the-syrian-war.html?_r=0
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Local
Force
Postures
in Syria:
Reuters
Map
4/10/2015

Source:
http://www.a
bc.net.au/ne
ws/2015-1002/irantroops-tojoin-syriawar-russiabombsgrouptrained-bycia/6821822
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Areas of
Control
in
Western
Syria:
New York
Times Map
5/10/2015

Source:
http://www.n
ytimes.com/2
015/10/10/w
orld/middlee
ast/husseinhamedaniiran-generalkilled-insyria.html?sm
prod=nytcore
ipad&smid=n
ytcore-ipadshare
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Broader View of Zones of Control in Syria 10.15

Source: Pencana, Almukhtar, and Lai; New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/16/world/middleeast/untangling-theoverlapping-conflicts-in-the-syrian-war.html.
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Wikipedia
Estimate
of Location
of Combat
Forces in
Syria

As of
January
24, 2016

Source: Wikipedia,
https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/List_of_armed_grou
ps_in_the_Syrian_Civil_
War#/media/File:Syrian_
civil_war.png,
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Military Situation on the Turkish Border: ISW Estimate
September 14, 2015

Source: Institute for the Study of War.
http://iswresearch.blogspot.com/2015/09/military-situation-on-syrian-turkish14.html
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Control of Turkish–Syrian border: October 9. 2015

Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-27838034, 21.10.15
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Ground Gains in Syria: 9/21 to 10.27.2015

Source: New York Times: http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/09/30/world/middleeast/syria-control-map-isis-rebels-airstrikes.html
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Locations of Counter ISIL Activity in Northeast Syria

Source: Lead IG for Operation Inherent Resolve, Quarterly report to Congress, January 2016, pp. 29
http://www.dodig.mil/IGInformation/archives/LIG_OCO_OIR_December2015_rev_TAGS.PDF. .
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Kurdish Expansion in Syria
Kobani has
been the focal
point of the
U.S.-Kurdish
battle with
ISIS. American
airstrikes have
hit more than
1,000 targets
there, almost
half of all their
strikes in
Syria, helping
the Kurds
push back ISIS
in the north.

Source: Source: Pencana, Almukhtar, and Lai; New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/10/16/world/middleeast/untangling-theoverlapping-conflicts-in-the-syrian-war.html.
.
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Syrian
Kurds and
Tensions
with Syrian
Arabs

Source: Adam Taylor, “Report: U.S.-backed Kurdish rebels may have committed war crimes in Syria,” Washington Post, October 11,
2012, https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/middle_east/a-new-fight-over-oil-shows-why-its-so-hard-to-keep-iraq-fromsplintering/2015/08/09/a17fd04e-240a-11e5-b621-b55e495e9b78_story.html.
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Buffer Zone Guesstimate
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BBC/ISW Estimate of Zones of Control: 2.2016

41
BBC, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-26116868, 3.2.2016.

ISWhttp://iswres
earch.blogspot.c
om/2016/02/ass
ad-regime-gainsin-aleppoalter.html?utm_s
ource=Assad+Re
gime+Gains+in+
Aleppo+Alter+Ba
lance+of+Power
+in+Northern+Sy
ria+v2&utm_cam
paign=Assad+Re
gime+Gains+in+
Aleppo+Alter+Ba
lance+of+Power
+in+Northern+Sy
ria&utm_mediu
m=email
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NYT Estimate of Growing Intensity of War: February 2016

NYT, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/09/29/world/middleeast/100000003948336.app.html?nytapp=ipad, 29.2.2016
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Air War
in Syria
January
19February
2, 2016

BBC,
http://www.bb
c.com/news/w
orld-middleeast-27838034.
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ISW,
https://mail.goo
gle.com/mail/u/
0/#inbox/152b2
32cf353b332.
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ISW
Estimate
of
Situation
Around
Allepo
February
13, 2016

Source: ISW,
http://www.under
standingwar.org/si
tes/default/files/Sy
rian%20Armed%2
0Opposition%20Fo
rces%20in%20Alep
po_0.pdf
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Miladvisor,
Mahmoud
Ayad
Estimate of
Situation
Around
Allepo
February 1,
2016
The rebels (in
green) are
clearly losing
ground to the
government (in
tan). ISIS (in
black) is also
losing territory,
while the Kurds
(in yellow) are
taking advantage
of real weakness
to seize some of
their nearby
territory:
Source: Vox World,
http://www.vox.com/20
16/2/16/11020140/russi
a-syria-bombing-maps
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Miladvisor,
Mahmoud
Ayad
Estimate of
Situation
Around
Allepo
February
15, 2016
The rebels (in
green) are
clearly losing
ground to the
government (in
tan). ISIS (in
black) is also
losing territory,
while the Kurds
(in yellow) are
taking advantage
of real weakness
to seize some of
their nearby
territory:
Source: Vox World,
http://www.vox.com/20
16/2/16/11020140/russi
a-syria-bombing-maps
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ISW Estimate of Besieged and Hard-to-Reach Regions in
Syria Proposed Cessation of Hostilities: February 12, 2016

Source: ISW,
http://www.unders
tandingwar.org/site
s/default/files/SYR
%20Ceasefires%20a
nd%20Besieged%20
Regions%20FEB%20
2016_4.pdf.
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NYT
Estimate
of
Zones of
Control:
15.2.2016

NYT,
http://www.ny
times.com/int
eractive/2015/
09/29/world/
middleeast/10
000000394833
6.app.html?ny
tapp=ipad,
29.2.2016

Heavy Russian airstrikes have helped Syrian
government forces and Iran-backed militias seize
strategic territory from rebel groups in Aleppo and
areas north of the city this month. In Latakia
province, government forces, again backed by
Russian airstrikes, are advancing closer to the city of
Jisr al-Shoughour
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Horowitz and the Levantine Group Estimate of Assad Regime Gains and Offensives
Hostilities: February 15, 2016, 2016

Source: ISW,
http://www.unders
tandingwar.org/site
s/default/files/SYR
%20Ceasefires%20a
nd%20Besieged%20
Regions%20FEB%20
2016_4.pdf.

Source: Vox World, Zack Beauchamp, http://www.vox.com/2016/2/16/11020140/russia-syria-bombing-maps
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Air Strikes and the
Growing Russian Role
in Syria
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The Russian Build Up: 10/2015 - I
•

Expanding Russian port facilities in naval base at Tartus and expanding an airfield
south of Latakia into an air base.

•

New construction at the Assad International Airport in Latakia, and soon after,
satellite imagery confirmed the presence of Russian T-90 tanks, artillery and
large transport aircraft at the airfield.

•

Deployed 4 Su-30SM fighters, 12 Su-24M2 strike fighters, 6 Su-34 modern strike
fighters, 12 Su-25 close support fighters, and Pchela-1T UAVs.

•

Deployed 14 helicopters — Mi-24 Hind gunships and Mi-17 Hip transport
helicopters

•

Start air strikes on 30.9.15.

•

Providing R-166-0.5 (ultra) high-frequency signals (HF/VHF) vehicles with jamresistant voice and data communications which have been seen driving through
Syria

•

An unknown number of new artillery weapons, reportedly 152mm systems.

•

Deploying six or more T-90 main battle tanks, 35 or more new BTR-82A/B
wheeled AFVs with 30mm cannon turrets , and an unknown number of Russian
Humvee equivalent

•

Deploying prefabricated housing for up to 2,000.

•

Deploying at least two unit sets of SA-22 land-based air defense systems.

•

Possibly deploying 200 marines and housing for as many as 1,500 personnel at
the airfield near the Assad family’s ancestral home.
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The Russian Build
Up: 10/2015 - II

Source: Washington Post, October 4, 2014,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/
europe/russias-military-is-unlikely-to-turnthe-tide-in-syriaswar/2015/10/03/1b9fff04-686a-11e5bdb6-6861f4521205_story.html
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Russian
Facilities in
Syria:
9/2015

Source: Ishaan Tharoor, “Why
Russia’s Syria war is bad news
for the U.S. (and why it isn’t)
,”https://www.washingtonpost.
com/news/worldviews/wp/201
5/09/30/why-russias-syria-waris-bad-news-for-the-u-s-andwhy-it-isnt/
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Russian Posture in Syria: ISW Map 30/9/2015
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Source: Institute for the Study of War: https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/1501e617821e292d?projector=1

Comparative Russian and U.S. Air Strikes in Syria: 9/30/15 to 10/4/15

Source: New York Times, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/09/29/world/middleeast/100000003948336.app.html?_r=0.
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Comparative Russian and U.S. Air Strikes in Syria: 9/30/15 to 10/16/15

Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-27838034
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Air Strikes on ISIS Oil Felds: 12.11.15

Source: New York Times: http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/06/12/world/middleeast/the-iraq-isis-conflict-in-maps-photos-and-video.html?_r=0
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Russian Cruise Missile Strikes in Syria: 7/10/15

Source: BBC, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-34465425
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Russian
Air
Attacks
in Syria II
NYT Map
2/10/2015

Source:
http://www.n
ytimes.com/i
nteractive/20
15/09/29/wor
ld/middleeast
/1000000039
48336.app.ht
ml?_r=0
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High Confidence
Locations of
Russian and
Coalition Air
Strikes

Source: Washington
Post, Mapped: Russian
vs. U.S. airstrikes in
Syria,
https://www.washingt
onpost.com/news/che
ckpoint/wp/2015/10/1
3/mapped-russian-vsu-s-airstrikes-in-syria/
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Russia:
ProAssad,
Not
Anti
ISIS
NYT Map
1/10/2015

Source:
https://mail.g
oogle.com/m
ail/u/0/#inbo
x/1508afcc73
72b349
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Syria: Continued Russian Focus on other Rebel Forces:
November 11-29, 2015

Source: ISW, https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=30f86d1605&view=pt&q=Map&qs=true&search=query&th=15163767, 3.12.15
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Air Campaign: New
Patterns in Air
Strikes 3-20
December

Source: BBC,
http://www.bbc.com/news/worl
d-middle-east-35162523
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Russian Air
Strikes in
Syria:

9/11/1525/11/15

Source: Business Insider,
http://www.businessinsider.co
m/russia-opening-secondmilitary-airbase-in-syria-201512
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Comparative
Russian and
U.S. Coalition
Air Strikes in
Syria: 9/30/15
to 14/1/16
Russia has also
uses Tu-22, Tu-95
and Tu-160
bombers and
cruise missiles.
In early December,
2015, Russian Tu160 Blackjack
Bombers fly long
range missions
Around Europe to
attack targets in
Syria

Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-27838034; Telegraph, http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/russia/12009123/Russianbombers-fly-around-Europe-to-strike-Syria-in-8000-mile-show-of-strength.html
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Russian
Tsar’grad TV
Estimate of
Military
Activity in
Syria:
10/11/2015 to
30/10/15

Source:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/c
ommons/8/8e/Russian_military_action_in
_Syria_in_November_2015.gif
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Expanding Russian Air Action in Mid to late November 2015 –
Wikipedia Estimate
On 17 November 2015, in the wake of the Russian jet crash over Sinai and the Paris attacks, according to the Russian defence
minister′s public report to the president of Russia Vladimir Putin, Russia employed the Russia-based Tu-160, Tu-95MSM, and
Tu-22M3 long range strategic bombers firing air-launched cruise missiles to hit what he claimed were the IS targets in Raqqa,
Deir ez-Zor as well as targets in the provinces of Aleppo and Idlib.[144][145]
The Russian minister of defence said that, pursuant to Putin′s orders, the Russian aviation grouping that at the time comprised
more than 50 aircraft was intensifying their campaign. [146] Besides, Putin said he had issued orders for the Moskva cruiser that
had been in eastern Mediterranean since the start of the Russian operations to "work as with an ally",[142][144][147] with the
French naval group led by flagship Charles De Gaulle that had been on its way to eastern Mediterranean since early
November.[148]
The following day, according to the Russian Defence ministry, strikes by long-range bombers firing cruise missiles in the same
areas in Syria continued.[149][150] The mass cruise missile strikes carried out against ISIS in Deir Ezzor province on 20 November
resulted in the death of more than 600 militants according to the ministry. [151]
A Russian Sukhoi Su-24 strike aircraft was shot down by a Turkish Air Force F-16 on 24 November 2015.[152][153] According to
Turkey’s claims presented to the UN Security council, two planes, whose nationalities were unknown to them at the time,
violated Turkish airspace over the Yayladağı province up to 1.36 miles for 17 seconds.[154] The planes were given 10 warnings
within the span of 5 minutes to change their course.

According to Turkey, the planes disregarded the warnings and were subsequently fired upon by Turkish F-16s patrolling the
area. After the Turkish fire, one of the planes left Turkish airspace and the other crashed into Syrian territory. [154] The Russian
Ministry of Defense denied that any of their planes had violated Turkey's airspace, claiming they had been flying south of the
Yayladağı province.[155]
Russia also announced it would deploy additional air defense weapons in the area and accompany its bombers with fighter
jets.[156] The incident followed over month-long tensions over alleged repeated violations of Turkish airspace by Russian military
jets —over nine times in October,[157] one of which Russia admitted[158]— and Turkish declaration from 17 October that it will
"with no hesitation" shoot down any airplanes violating its airspace.[159]
On 26 November 2015, deployment of S-300 and S-400 anti-aircraft systems was reported by Russia′s official news media, [54] to
Latakia and on board the Russian cruiser Moskva.[160]
On 29 November 2015, Russian aircraft were reported to have struck targets in the Syrian Idlib province, including the town of
Ariha that had been captured by the Army of Conquest 6 months prior, causing multiple casualties on the ground.[161][162] Other
targets hit included the Turkistan Islamic Party's office in Jisr al-Shughur and a relief office of Ahrar ash-Sham group in the town
[163]
of Saraqib.Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_military_intervention_in_the_Syrian_Civil_War
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Russian Strength in Syria in late November 2015 – Wikipedia
Estimate
• 4,000 personnel[43]
• Naval ships
3 Buyan-M class corvettes[44]
1 Gepard-class frigate[44]
1 Vishnya-class intelligence ship
1 Improved Kilo-class submarine[45]
1 Slava-class cruiser[46]
• Strategic bombers
14 Tu-22M3[47]
6 Tu-95MSM[47]
5 Tu-160[47]

• Tactical bombers
12 Su-24M2
6 Su-34[48]
• Attack bombers
12 Su-25SM[49]

•

Fighter aircraft
4 Su-30SM[50]

•

Reconnaissance aircraft
Il-20M1

•

Attack helicopter
12 Mi-24P [51]

•

Utility helicopter
4 Mi-8MTV-5

•

Ground equipment 3
SA-22 SAM[52]
Other anti-aircraft and
anti-missile weapons,[53]
including S-400

•

3–4 dead (1–2 noncombat)[66][67]
1 Su-24M2 shot
down[68]
1 Mi-8 destroyed[
70

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_military_intervention_in_the_Syrian_Civil_War

Russian Strength in Syria in mid December 2015 – WINEPEstimate - I
• Russian Air Force has deployed over thirty sophisticated attack aircraft to launch strikes and support Syrian army ground
offensives from Hmeimim, a west coast air base adjacent to Bassel al-Assad International Airport near Latakia.
• Key air-to-ground strike package consists of ten to twelve each of the Sukhoi Su-25SM and the Su-24M -- the former known
for its close air support capacity and the latter for its precision bombing effects. These aircraft, while dated, are easier to
repair, have proven reliable in air-to-ground combat, and fit the mission requirements for Syria.
• Four or so Su-30SMs add a significant air-to-air capability and bolster precision strikes. They have most likely been escorting
bombers since Turkey shot down a Russian Su-24 on November 24.
• Moscow appears to be testing performance more modern Su-34 fighter bombers, reportedly six total in Syria. The Su-34 is
eventual replacement for Su-24; brought online in Russia over the past two years, it is seeing combat for the first time in Syria.
It possesses both an air-to-air capability with a range of over thirty miles and a precision bombing capability with up to six
KAB-500 smart bombs, similar to the American Paveway GBU-12 laser-guided bomb.
• The Il-20 electronic warfare/surveillance plane is in country, tasked with intelligence collection. Russian drones are reportedly
there for the same purpose, like the one shot down over Turkey in October. In addition to these fixed-wing aircraft, an
estimated twenty or more Mi-24 attack helicopters and Mi-8 command-and-control/transport helicopters have been
deployed.
• While it is difficult to determine total personnel numbers with precision, the British-based Royal United Services Institute
assessed in November that between 1,200 and 1,350 Russian Air Force personnel are currently in Syria supporting air
operations, including pilots, navigators, maintainers, air traffic controllers, airfield managers, weather monitors, and
intelligence officers. Adding the naval and land units directly involved in the Syria campaign would triple this figure to
approximately 3,500.
• According to widely cited figures released by IHS Jane's in October, the entire war effort -- including maritime, ground, and air
activities -- will cost Russia approximately $1 billion per year, excluding potential aircraft losses. Some estimates now triple
that figure. Moreover, Moscow has deployed extra missile-defense assets since the Jane's report, including S-400 systems that
require numerous additional vehicles and personnel.
• Compared to the Kremlin's overall 2015 defense budget, estimated at $50 billion (3.1 trillion rubles) by the Moscow Times,
the cost of the Syrian adventure does not seem extraordinary. Yet that budget is already under considerable pressure; it was
originally set at 3.3 trillion rubles until a recession hit and the ruble collapsed. The cut came at a time when Moscow was
forecasting pay raises, greater modernization efforts to meet its 2020 rearmament objectives, and larger "snap" training
exercises as a deterrent message. The 2016 defense budget does not look any stronger.
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Source:WINEP,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=30f86d1605&view=pt&q=map%20&search=query&th=15198f3498df07d8&siml=15198f3498df0

Russian Strength in Syria in mid December 2015 – WINEP Estimate - II
•

Several sources have reported that Moscow may deploy another fifty or more combat planes to Syria in the near future. Maintaining air
operations for three dozen highly employed attack aircraft in an expeditionary environment is an extensive effort, and the burden will only
increase as more aircraft arrive. According to a USA Today article citing U.S. Defense Department and Air Force officials, almost one-third of
Russia's aircraft in Syria were grounded at any given time within weeks of commencing operations, whether due to local climate (which differs
greatly from Russia's) or the lack of readily available parts. In comparison, USAF combat aircraft readiness rates hover above 80 percent on
average.

•

Recent activity at al-Shayrat Air Base, about twenty miles southeast of Homs, indicates that it is being populated by Russian equipment and
fortified, and that its runway is being upgraded, possibly to support fixed-wing aircraft. Although some Russian forces are reportedly using
Syrian bases at Hama and Tiyas for helicopter and ground support operations, having a second fixed-wing air base fully at their disposal would
offer redundancy should Hmeimim encounter operational obstacles, and increase response time to targets of opportunity. Yet moving supplies
from Tartus port and Latakia to al-Shayrat would mean passing closer to rebel elements and not far from territory controlled by the Islamic
State, increasing the potential for interruptions.

•

In terms of costs, adding a second base to increase combat runs could easily double the current price of Moscow's campaign. It could also
mean increasing the number of Russian personnel to approximately six or seven thousand if Syrian or Iranian forces cannot adequately defend
al-Shayrat and its supply route -- which is unlikely because they are already heavily engaged as the campaign's ground offensive component.
Moreover, Russian personnel and aircraft will eventually require replacement, further bumping up the operational costs.

•

As tensions continue to simmer between Russia and Turkey, the Kremlin is no doubt keenly aware that the naval route from the Black Sea to
the Mediterranean Sea to resupply Latakia and Tartus is a logistics chokepoint. The straits through which Russian ships transit are governed by
the Montreux Convention of 1936, but there are differing interpretations regarding when and how Turkey could intervene to safeguard its
national interests. Direct intervention would be quite provocative and dangerous, so Ankara would probably not attempt to stop Russian
vessels. Yet delaying them could send a message, and hamper a steady sea resupply to Syria that involves dozens of commercial cargo and
military landing ships every month. Such a delay would increase demand on the air bridge and other sea supply lanes.

•

Meanwhile, the Russian Defense Ministry announced that approximately two dozen long-range bombers traveled thousands of miles to strike
Syrian targets in mid-November and again this month. The Tu-22M Backfire was the most prevalent, but other bombers were also involved,
including the Tu-95 Bear and Tu-160 Blackjack, each employing a mix of guided and nonguided munitions as well as cruise missiles.
Additionally, the firing of twenty-six Kalibr-class cruise missiles from the Caspian Sea in October certainly captured the attention of regional
stakeholders. And earlier this month, a Russian Rostov-on-Don-class submarine launched Kalibr missiles from the Mediterranean for the first
time.

•

These long-range strikes indicate that Russia has the ability to periodically alleviate the burden on its Syria-based aircraft and munitions depot
if necessary. Munitions will be a determining expenditure, costing approximately $750,000 a day for Syria-based strikes alone. Yet the longrange option comes with its own costs: each 3M14E ship-launched cruise missile runs from $1.2 to $1.5 million, which likely makes it an
occasional option only. Should Russia have to conduct extensive long-range attacks, the operational expense would increase exponentially.
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Source:WINEP,
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=30f86d1605&view=pt&q=map%20&search=query&th=15198f3498df07d8&siml=15198f3498df0

Second
Russian Air
Base?
• Improve main
runway and 3 Km
back up runway?
• 45 aircraft
shelters?
• 12 more Sukhoi
Su-30SM or Su27SM3
• Rise to 100-120
combat aircraft in
country?
• S-21 and S-400
SAM defenses?
• More Mi-24
Hind? KA-52 and
Mi-28
helicopters?
• 24 tube TOS-1
MRL on ground
with thermobaric
warhead?
Source: Business Insider, http://www.businessinsider.com/russia-opening-second-military-airbase-in-syria-2015-12; The National Interest,
http://www.nationalinterest.org/blog/the-buzz/russia-getting-ready-send-120-additional-combat-aircraft-14488
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Range and Impact of Russian S-400 SAM in Syria

Russia’s introduction of the S-400
Trium p h weapons system in Syria near
Latakia, confirmed by CJTF-OIR officials on
December 2, poses additional risk
to U.S. and coalition forces in the airspace
over the battlefield in Syria.
The S-400 is a mobile surface-to-air defense
missile system with long-range strike
capability of about 400 kilometers. See
Figure 4 for key cities and airspace
positions in full range of the missiles.
In December, CJTF
OIR reported that Russia’s SA- 17 airdefense radar system is located in Aleppo,
but its location was not influencing coalition
airstrikes.

CJTF-OIR officials repeatedly denied that the
deployment of these advanced
systems had any effect on the U.S. air
mission.
DoD reported that, over a 27-day span
during December 5–31, the coalition
conducted 172 airstrikes in Syria (6.37 per
day). The month prior, during
November 7–27, it conducted 185 strikes
(8.01 per day).

Source: Lead IG for Operation Inherent Resolve, Quarterly report to Congress, January 2016, p. 27,
http://www.dodig.mil/IGInformation/archives/LIG_OCO_OIR_December2015_rev_TAGS.PDF. .
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Maximum S-400 Surface-to- Air Missile Coverage

• Improve main
runway and 3 Km
back up runway?
• 45 aircraft
shelters?
• 12 more Sukhoi
Su-30SM or Su27SM3
• Rise to 100-120
combat aircraft in
Putin ordered S-400
country?
missiles
to Syria
F-16
• after
S-21Turkish
and S-400
aircraft shot down a
SAM defenses?

Russian Su-24 on
24, 2015.
• November
More Mi-24

Hind? KA-52 and

Nominal
Mi-28 Maximum
range of 428
helicopters?
kilometers

• 24 tube TOS-1
MRL on ground
with thermobaric
warhead?

Estimates of
maximum real world
range differ: 250 to
400 kilometers

Source: adapted from Military Times, http://www.militarytimes.com/story/military/pentagon/2015/11/30/new-russian-surface--air-missilessyria-dod-confirms/76567120/; http://www.cnn.com/2015/11/25/middleeast/syria-turkey-russia-warplane-shot-down/
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High Confidence
Locations of
Russian and
Coalition Air
Strikes

Source: Washington
Post, Mapped: Russian
vs. U.S. airstrikes in
Syria,
https://www.washingt
onpost.com/news/che
ckpoint/wp/2015/10/1
3/mapped-russian-vsu-s-airstrikes-in-syria/
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Syria: Russian
airstrikes focus
on other Rebel
Forces:
September 30October 30.
2015

Source: ISW,
https://mail.google.co
m/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=
30f86d1605&view=pt&
q=map&qs=true&searc
h=query&th=150c1d46
50dc1ce8&siml=150c1
d4650dc1ce8;
1.11.2015
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Air Campaign: New Patterns in Air Strikes 30 September- 15 November

Source:
http://www.bbc.com/ne
ws/world-middle-east27838034
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Air Campaign: New
Patterns in Air
Strikes
September 30 to
December 2
Russia has also uses
Tu-22, Tu-95 and Tu160 bombers and
cruise missiles.
In early December,
2015, Russian Tu-160
Blackjack Bombers
fly long range
missions
Around Europe to
attack targets in
Syria
Source:
http://www.bbc.com/news/worl
d-middle-east-27838034
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Air Campaign: New
Patterns in Air
Strikes
December 3 to
February 23rd

Source:
http://www.bbc.com/news/worl
d-middle-east-27838034
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Air Campaign:
Russian
Strikes
3-12
December
2015
High-Confidence reporting. ISW
places high confidence in reports
corroborated both by official
government statements reported
through credible channels and
documentation from rebel
factions or activist networks on
the ground in Syria deemed to be
credible.
Low-Confidence reporting. ISW
places low confidence in
secondary sources that have not
been confirmed or sources
deemed likely to contain
disinformation.

Source: ISW,
https://mail.google.com
/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=30f
86d1605&view=pt&q=m
ap&search=query&th=1
519d5e23e23d399&siml
=1519d5e23e23d399
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Air Campaign:
Russian
Strikes
7-17
December
2015
High-Confidence reporting. ISW
places high confidence in reports
corroborated both by official
government statements reported
through credible channels and
documentation from rebel
factions or activist networks on
the ground in Syria deemed to be
credible.
Low-Confidence reporting. ISW
places low confidence in
secondary sources that have not
been confirmed or sources
deemed likely to contain
disinformation.

Source: ISW,
https://mail.google.com
/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=30f
86d1605&view=pt&q=m
ap&search=query&th=1
519d5e23e23d399&siml
=1519d5e23e23d399
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Air Campaign:
Russian
Strikes
18-27
December
2015
High-Confidence reporting. ISW
places high confidence in reports
corroborated both by official
government statements reported
through credible channels and
documentation from rebel
factions or activist networks on
the ground in Syria deemed to be
credible.
Low-Confidence reporting. ISW
places low confidence in
secondary sources that have not
been confirmed or sources
deemed likely to contain
disinformation.

Source: ISW,
http://campaign.r20.con
stantcontact.com/rende
r?ca=c511c55f-b16b4a0f-85ca0ddf36cd8188&c=7d155
a90-40d5-11e3-80e2d4ae526edc76&ch=7e7a
8fe0-40d5-11e3-81e2d4ae526edc76
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Air Campaign:
Russian
Strikes
22.12.20153.1.2016

High-Confidence reporting. ISW
places high confidence in reports
corroborated both by official
government statements reported
through credible channels and
documentation from rebel
factions or activist networks on
the ground in Syria deemed to be
credible.
Low-Confidence reporting. ISW
places low confidence in
secondary sources that have not
been confirmed or sources
deemed likely to contain
disinformation.

Source: ISW,
https://mail.google.com
/mail/u/0/#inbox/15211
e137d31fcd5
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Syria:
Russian
airstrikes
focus on
other
Rebel
Forces

Source: ISW,
https://mail.google.co
m/mail/u/0/#inbox/15
2704fd1e0b8f44
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Syria:
Russian
airstrikes
focus on
other
Rebel
Forces:

Source: ISW,
https://mail.googl
e.com/mail/u/0/#
inbox/152959ada
b85bd13
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Syria:
Russian
airstrikes
focus on
other
Rebel
Forces:

Source: ISW,
https://mail.googl
e.com/mail/u/0/#
inbox/152a80a15
ea2a1a9
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Syria:
Russian
air strikes
Still focus
on other
Rebel
Forces:

Source: ISW,
http://iswresearc
h.blogspot.com/2
016/02/russianairstrikes-in-syriafebruary-8.html
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Air Campaign: New
Patterns in Air
Strikes
December 3 to
February 23rd

Source:
http://www.bbc.com/news/worl
d-middle-east-27838034
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Human Rights Watch Charges
that Russia is Using Cluster
Munitions: December, 2015 - I
Human Rights Watch documented that cluster munitions were used on at least 20
occasions since Syria and Russia began their joint offensive on September 30. Human
Rights Watch collected detailed information about attacks in nine locations that have
killed at least 35 civilians, including five women and 17 children, and injured dozens.
Two attacks hit camps for the displaced. For the other attacks, Human Rights Watch
obtained visual confirmation of the cluster munition used and a second source
confirmed the attack. The cluster munitions used in Syria recently that Human Rights
Watch was able to confirm were manufactured in the former Soviet Union or Russia.

Source: Human Rights Watch,
https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/12/20/russia/syria-extensiverecent-use-cluster-munitions
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Human Rights Watch Charges that
Russia is Using Cluster Munitions - II

Source: Human Rights Watch, https://www.hrw.org/news/2015/12/20/russia/syriaextensive-recent-use-cluster-munitions
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Governance, Economic, and
Humanitarian Impacts in
Syria
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Demographic Pressures on Syria
Syria Total Population (in millions)
40.0

Country

35.0

30.0

1950

Syria

2015

Increase

3,500,000 22,900,000

X 6.5

25.0

20.0

15.0

10.0

5.0

0.0
1950

1955

1960

1965

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
Total Population
3.5
(millions)
Population Growth Rate
NA
(percent)
Total Annual Births
NA
(millions)

3.9

4.5

5.3

6.3

7.4

8.8

10.5

12.5

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3.6% 3.9% 2.7% 2.5% 2.3% 2.0% 1.4% 1.5% 1.3% 1.2% 1.0% 0.9% 0.7% 0.6%

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

0.5

0.5

14.4

0.5

16.5

0.5

18.6

0.5

22.2

0.5

22.9

0.5

24.7

0.5

26.5

0.5

28.2

0.5

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, International Data Base (IDB),
http://www.census.gov/population/international/data/idb/informationGateway.php, Accessed May 20, 2015.

29.8

0.5

31.3

0.5

32.6

0.5
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33.7

0.4

World Bank Rankings of Failed Governance in Syria - I
Violence

Violence

Transparency International
ranks so corrupt is 159th worst
of 175 countries rated in 2014.

Source: Kaufmann D., A. Kraay, and M. Mastruzzi (2010), The Worldwide Governance Indicators: Methodology and Analytical Issues
The Worldwide Governance Indicators are available at: www.govindicators.org
Note: The Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) are a research dataset summarizing the views on the quality of governance provided by a large number of enterprise, citizen and expert survey
respondents in industrial and developing countries. These data are gathered from a number of survey institutes, think tanks, non-governmental organizations, international organizations, and
private sector firms. The WGI do not reflect the official views of the World Bank, its Executive Directors, or the countries they represent. The WGI are not used by the World Bank Group to allocate
resources.
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World Bank, World Wide Governance Indicators, Syria: http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#reports.

World Bank Rankings of Failed Governance in Syria - II
Violence

Transparency International
ranks so corrupt is 159th
worst of 175 countries rated
in 2014.

World Bank, World Wide Governance Indicators, Syria: http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/index.aspx#reports.
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Estimates of Human Cost of Syria War as of 9.9.2015
UNHCR Estimate of Human
Costs: 9.2015
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

12.2 million People in Need of
Humanitarian Assistance in
Syria (6.2015)
7.6 million IDPs in Syria
5 million People Reached per
Month by USG Assistance in
Syria (USG 9.2015)
4.1 Million Syrian Refugees in
Neighboring Countries
1.9 million Syrian Refugees in
Turkey
1.1 million Syrian Refugees in
Lebanon
628,887 Syrian Refugees in
Jordan
248,503 Syrian Refugees in Iraq
132,375 Syrian Refugees in Egypt

•

•

•

•

•

•

From October 2014to August 2015, the Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights (SOHR)—A United Kingdom-based human rights
organization— documented more than 33,000 Syrian Arab
Republic Government (SARG) air raids in Syria, including more
than 18,000 barrel bomb attacks and more than 15,000 other
aerial attacks, according to a mid-August report
During the same period, SOHR documented nearly 5,500
civilian deaths, including more than 1,100 children, and
injuries to at least 30,000 civilians
.Since the start of the Syrian civil war in March 2011, SOHR has
documented the deaths of at least 240,000 people.
On August 7, the UN Security Council (UNSC) unanimously
adopted a resolution to create an investigative panel to hold
chemical weapon users accountable for war crimes in Syria.
In 2013, the UNSC mandated that the SARG dismantle and
destroy its chemical weapon stockpile under international
supervision. While the UNSC has repeatedly condemned
chemical attacks as violations of the Chemical Weapons
Convention, chemical attacks on civilians continue to occur,
according to the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW).
The newly adopted resolution will establish a UN–OPCW Joint
Investigative Mechanism to gather and test evidence with the
aim of identifying perpetrators of chemical attacks,
confronting impunity for war crimes in Syria, and preventing
future abuses.
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Syrian Attitudes About the Fighting: July 2015
A recent survey of 1,365 Syrians from all 14
governorates of the country found
some surprising attitudes.
Consider this: A fifth of those interviewed said
the Islamic State -- the brutal Islamist group
known for its beheadings, that rules over large
swaths of Syria and Iraq -- is a positive influence
on the country.
And 82 percent said that they believe the Islamic
State was created by the United States and its
allies.
The Syria survey was conducted by ORB
International, a U.K.-based market research firm,
from June 10 to July 2. The poll has a margin of
error of +/-3 percentage points.
The majority of Syrians interviewed said they
believe that the situation is worsening, and only
21 percent said they preferred their life today
than when Syria was fully controlled by Bashar alAssad's regime.
Nearly half of Syrians surveyed said they opposed
U.S.-coalition airstrikes, and nearly 80 percent
said that the war has gotten worse because of
the influx of foreign fighters.

Yet there is also sense of hope: The majority of
Syrians surveyed said a diplomatic solution was
possible to end the war, and that Syrians can set
aside their difference and live side by side again.
Source: Sudarsan Raghavan, “One in five Syrians say Islamic State is a good thing, poll says,” Washington Post,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/2015/09/15/one-in-five-syrians-say-islamic-state-is-a-good-thing-poll-
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Rise in Terrorism in Syria

Source: START Global Terrorism Database, National Consortium for the Study of Terrorism and Responses to Terrorism, U.S. Department of
Homeland Security, http://www.start.umd.edu/gtd/
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Syrian Terrorism Deaths: I

99

Source: Vision of Humanity. Global terrorism Index Report, 2014
http://static.visionofhumanity.org/sites/default/files/2015%20Global%20Terrorism%20Index%20Report_0_0.pdf, p. 24.
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Syrian Terrorism Deaths: II
The continual impact of terrorism in Syria is a direct result of the Syrian civil war. There were no recorded acts of terrorism in the
two years prior to the civil war commencing in 2011. In 2014 there were 1,690 deaths compared to 600 in 2012. Most of the
deaths in Syria are accounted for as battlefield deaths.
The present-day civil war in Syria began in March of 2011 as protests against President Bashar-al-Assad’s government. These
protests were similar to the various democratic uprisings occurring throughout the Arab region since December 2010, known as
the Arab Spring. In several of the Arab Spring nations, the uprisings led to the toppling of some authoritarian leaders, but in the
case of Syria the Assad regime aggressively responded to the demonstrations, which unwound into civil war. From its inception,
the core of the opposition has been the Free Syrian Army, with many other groups entering the war and establishing themselves
as opposition forces, including Islamist rebel groups such as ISIL and the al-Nusra Front.
It is estimated that over 200,000 people have been killed in the civil war. The majority of these deaths are classified as a result of
conventional warfare rather than acts of terrorism. However, terrorism has been deployed as a tactic by some of the rebel forces
to bring about a political, economic, religious, or social goal rather than purely military objectives.
As of September 2015, there are 4.1 million Syrian refugees and 6.5 million people displaced within Syria. Many have fled to
nearby countries, with a growing number fleeing to Europe, underlining the worldwide spill-over effects of the Syrian civil war.
A quarter of terrorist attacks in Syria are from unknown perpetrators. The biggest terrorist group in Syria is ISIL who killed 615
people, or 36 per cent. The second biggest group, the Sunni and al-Qa’ida linked al-Nusra Front, claimed responsibility for 27 per
cent of deaths or 461 people.
Whilst there were terrorist attacks in 76 cities in 2014, over half of all attacks occurred in just four cities. Damascus, the capital
and second largest city in Syria, had 37 attacks which resulted in 63 deaths. Homs recorded the most fatalities with 345,
representing 20 per cent of total deaths from terrorism in Syria.
Palmyra, an area 215 kilometres north-east of Damascus, had 310 deaths. Palmyra has also seen many sites of historical
significance destroyed by ISIL, including the Temple of Bel which was nearly 2000 years old. The largest city of Aleppo had 23
attacks which resulted in 193 deaths. Kobani in northern Syria near the border with Turkey had 34 attacks resulting in 71 deaths.
Most deaths from terrorism in Syria have been from bombings. Bombings can be extremely deadly. There were two bombings in
2014 which killed more than 50 people and at least 19 bombings that killed ten or more people. Private citizens are the target of
53 per cent of attacks, with 475 people being killed. There were at least 30 different kidnapping incidents which resulted in 382
deaths. This includes two American journalists, James Foley and Steven Sotloff, who were kidnapped in Syria and murdered by ISIL
in late 2014.
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Source: Vision of Humanity. Global terrorism Index Report, 2014
http://static.visionofhumanity.org/sites/default/files/2015%20Global%20Terrorism%20Index%20Report_0_0.pdf, p. 21.
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BBC Estimate of Syria Death Toll: 2.2016

101
BBC, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-26116868, 3.2.2016.

Comparative Casualty per Month Estimate: 2011-2013

Source: Reuters,
https://www.google.com/sear
ch?q=trend+graphs+for+Syrian
+casualties&tbm=isch&imgil=Y
GlffJlki6As0M%253A%253Baac
mvbd6LOjViM%253Bhttp%252
53A%25252F%25252F6storiesf
romthe7continents.blogspot.c
om%25252F2013_06_01_archi
ve.html&source=iu&pf=m&fir=
YGlffJlki6As0M%253A%252Caa
cmvbd6LOjViM%252C_&biw=1
491&bih=976&ved=0CDAQyjd
qFQoTCMej89jJgMgCFUtzjgod
OTALSg&ei=XQL8VYeBNcvmuQ
S54KzQBA&usg=__twkWLaImg
NnRKRmq_WnWQeP81oQ%3D
#imgrc=Zmg7LcF3vwoiOM%3A
&usg=__twkWLaImgNnRKRmq
_WnWQeP81oQ%3D
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Syrian Observatory of Human Rights Casualty
Estimate of 28.2.2016 - I
More than 370000 people are thought to be killed since the rise of Syrian revolution
February 23, 2016 Comments Off on More than 370000 people are thought to be killed since the rise of Syrian revolution
The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights has documented death of 271138 persons since the rise of the Syrian revolution
in Mars 18th 2015 the date of the first person killed in Daraa countryside, until February 22nd 2016. The casualties are as
follows:
Civilians: 122997 civilians, including:
13597 children
8760 female over the age of 18
43891 Rebel and Islamic fighters
Defected soldiers and officers: 2561
Regime soldiers and officers: 55042
Combatants from Popular Defense Committees, al-Ba’eth battalions, National Defense Forces, al Shabiha, pro-regime
informers and the “Syrian resistance to liberate the Sanjak of Alexandretta”: 37966
Militiamen from Hezbollah guerrilla: 1025
Pro- regime Shia militiamen from Arab and Asian nationalities, Al Quds Al Filastini Brigade and other pro-regime
militiamen from different Arab nationalities: 3809
Arab, European, Asian, American and Australian and many other nationalities of fighters fighting with ISIS, al-Nusra Front,
Junoud al-Sham battalion, Jund Al-Aqsa battalion, Jund al-Sham organization, al-Khadra’a Battalion, the Islamic Turkestan
Party, Junud al-Sham al-Shishan and the Islamic movements: 44254
Unidentified dead people documented by photos and videos: 3484
It is worth noting that the numbers do not include the fate of over 20000 of missing detainees people inside regime
prisons and thousands of others who disappeared during the raids and massacres by the regime forces and the militiamen
loyal to them.
These statistics do not include also the more than 5000 abductees from the civilians and fighters inside ISIS jails from Deir
Ezzor tribes who were kidnapped from their areas.
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Source: Vision of Humanity. Global terrorism Index Report, 2014
http://static.visionofhumanity.org/sites/default/files/2015%20Global%20Terrorism%20Index%20Report_0_0.pdf, p. 21.
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Syrian Observatory of Human Rights Casualty
Estimate of 28.2.2016 - II
This statistics also do not include the fate of more than 1500 fighters from the rebel and Islamic factions, the “Islamic State”
organization, Jabhat Al-Nusra (al-Qaeda in Levant), YPG and local fighters loyal to these parties who were kidnapped during the
clashes between these parties.
We also would like to refer that this statistics also do not include the fate of more than 6000 captured and missing person from the
regime forces and the militiamen loyal to them, nor the fate of about 2000 kidnapped person by the rebel and Islamic factions, the
“Islamic State” organization or Jabhat Al-Nusra (al-Qaeda in Levant) on charge of cooperating with the regime forces.
The statics also do not include hundreds of non-Syrian Kurdish fighters who were killed fighting with YPG in Syria.
We in the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights estimates the real number of casualties from the rebel battalions, the Islamic
battalions, Junud al-Sham, The Turkestan Islamic Party, the “Islamic state” organization, Jund al-Sham, Al-Nusra Front, Jund al-Aqsa
organization, al-Umma Brigade, al-Battar battalion, al-Mohajereen and al-Ansar army, and the regime forces and militiamen loyal to
them of Syrian, Arab and Asian nationalities to be approximately 95000 more than the documented numbers, due to the extreme discretion
by all parties about the human losses caused by the conflict and due to the difficulty of communication in Syria.
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Source: Syrian Commission on Human http://www.syriahr.com/en/?p=44437f, accessed February 29, 2016..
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UN OCHA Estimate of Human Cost of Syria War

http://www.unocha.org/syrian-arab-republic/syria-country-profile/about-crisis, 5 January 2016
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Status of Syrian Crisis: OCHA December 2015

Source: OCHA, http://www.unocha.org/syria
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Status of Syrian Crisis: UN CERF-funded response 2011-2015
As of 17 December 2015

The Central Emergency Response Fund (CERF) is manged by United Nations Ofce for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA), receives voluntary
contributions year-round from United Nations Member States and Observers, regional governments, private sector, foundations and individuals.
Source: http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/SYR_CERF_20151217.pdf
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Syrian Crisis Humanitarian Funding Requirements in 2015

Source: OCHA, http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/regional_funding_update_31dec2015.pdf.
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Syrian Crisis Humanitarian Donors and Spending in 2015

3RP is total Regional Refugee & Resilience Plan 2015-2016

Source: OCHA, http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/regional_funding_update_31dec2015.pdf.
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Source: UNOCHA, http://reliefweb.int/report/syrian-arab-republic/syrian-arab-republic-humanitarian-snapshot-31-december-2015-enar
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Syria: The Lights Go Out in
Allepo: 3/2012-12/2014

Source: http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/03/26/world/middleeast/geography-of-chaos-in-yemenmaps.html
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-Humanitarian reach to a sub-district does not necessarily imply full geographical coverage. The boundaries and names shown and the designation used on this map do not imply official endorsement or
acceptance by the United Nations. Creation date: 23 December 2015 | Source: NFI & Shelter Secto r from within Syria | Website: Syria.unocha.org | www.humanitarianresponse.info/operations/syria

Source: UNOCHA, http://reliefweb.int/map/syrian-arab-republic/syrian-arab-republic-nfi-assistance-sub-district-january-november-2015
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Syria: UNICEF January 2016

https://www.usaid.gov/crisis/syria/fy16/fs01
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US Aid to Syria FY2015 and FY2016 as of 12/31/2015

U.S. government financial commitments to the
current Syria and Iraq complex crises have totaled
approximately $5.13 billion.
About 88% of these funds have been focused on
responding to the Syria complex crisis, which
predates the current humanitarian situation in Iraq
by 2 years.
From October 1, 2014, to December 31, 2015,
USAID and DoS obligated nearly $1.64 billion in
humanitarian assistance in response to the Syria
complex crisis. Over that period, USAID and DoS
disbursed $1.33 billion to related programs and
activities. During the first quarter of FY 2016, OFDA,
FFP, and PRM disbursed a total of $194.2 million.

Source: Lead IG for Operation Inherent Resolve, Quarterly report to Congress,
January 2016, p. 91,
http://www.dodig.mil/IGInformation/archives/LIG_OCO_OIR_December2015_r
ev_TAGS.PDF. .
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Syria: Syria: USAID Estimate of Situation, January 2016 - - I
The Syrian Arab Republic Government (SARG) and the Government of the Russian Federation (GoRF) began
coordinating airstrikes across Syria on September 30. The UN reports that SARG and GoRF airstrikes, in
addition to ground offensives, have displaced thousands of Syrians, including approximately 80,000 people in
northern Syria’s Hamah and Idlib governorates in October. During an October 22 UN Security Council
meeting, U.S. Permanent Representative to the UN Ambassador Samantha Power condemned GoRF
involvement, noting that GoRF actions are worsening humanitarian conditions in Syria.
Relief organizations in Syria and neighboring countries have prepared for the potential spread of cholera from
Iraq, following the declaration of a confirmed outbreak in 16 of the 18 Iraqi governorates in mid-September.
The Health and Water, Sanitation, and Hygiene (WASH) clusters—which coordinate humanitarian health and
WASH activities, respectively, and comprise UN agencies, non-governmental organizations (NGOs), and other
relevant stakeholders—have procured a contingency supply of cholera treatment centers, trained health and
WASH staff, and distributed chlorine tablets in preparation for a potential outbreak. Health organizations
expect Syrian vulnerability to cholera to decline during the winter months.
U.S. Government (USG) partners plan to assist nearly 970,000 vulnerable people inside Syria to prepare for
the winter season and mitigate cold weather-related risks during the 2015/2016 winter season. Partners are
distributing winter relief items, including blankets, fuel, warm clothing, and shelter supplies to displaced
populations across Syria, as well as to Syrian refugees in neighboring countries.

Parties to the conflict continue to use siege as a tactic of war in Syria, where the UN estimates that
approximately 393,700 people were living under siege as of late October. An estimated 200,000 people were
besieged by the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant in areas of Dayr az Zawr Governorate, a decrease from
the approximately 228,000 people reported in September, while some 12,500 people were besieged by
opposition groups, including Al Nusra Front, in the towns of Al Fu’ah and Kafrayya, Idlib. Approximately
181,200 people were besieged by the SARG in various locations in Rif Damascus Governorate’s Eastern
Ghouta region and the cities of Al Zabadani and Darayya in Rif Damascus— representing a nearly 10 percent
increase in the population besieged by the SARG since May. Overall, the SARG is accountable for 12 of 15 UNidentified besieged towns, 10 of which are located in Eastern Ghouta.
Heightened insecurity and active fighting, including GoRF airstrikes that began on September 30, continue to
displace people and kill civilians throughout Syria. The conflict displaced nearly 131,400 people from and
within Aleppo, Hamah, and Idlib governorates between early October and mid-November, while thousands of
others fled fighting in Al Hasakah, Damascus, Dar’a, Latakia, and Rif Damascus governorates. The UN reports
that the delivery of humanitarian assistance to the estimated 13.5 million people in need remains extremely
challenging due to ongoing conflict and deliberate access constraints and obstructions imposed by parties to
the conflict, including onerous administrative processes.
https://www.usaid.gov/crisis/syria/fy16/fs
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Although many agencies are unable to serve populations located within close proximity to the fighting, humanitarian agencies, including USAID partners, have
scaled up relief activities in response to the new displacement. By the end of November, relief agencies had distributed more than 9,000 tents to newly arrived
internally displaced persons (IDPs) at IDP camps in Aleppo and Idlib. Between November 6 and 19, Food Security and Livelihood Cluster members, including
USAID/FFP partners, delivered approximately 18,000 food baskets and 100 metric tons of bread, reaching nearly 13,500 households in Aleppo and Idlib. In
addition, health organizations are providing health care services via nine mobile clinics and emergency trauma care via 90 medical facilities in Aleppo, Hamah, and
Idlib.
Increased violence impeded IDP access to services and hindered the delivery of some humanitarian assistance in areas of Al Hasakah, Ar Raqqah, Aleppo, Dar’a,
Dayr az Zawr, Hamah, Homs, and Rif Damascus governorates during October, the UN reports. The UN World Food Program (WFP), for instance, was unable to
deliver emergency food assistance to approximately 220,000 people in need in Aleppo, an estimated 720,000 people in need in nearly all of Ar Raqqah and Dayr
az Zawr, and areas of Al Hasakah, Aleppo, Hamah, and Homs.
In October, aerial bombardment and fighting intensified in the opposition-held Eastern Ghouta region of Rif Damascus and areas surrounding the capital city of
Damascus, according to the UN. In Eastern Ghouta’s town of Douma, the SARG and its allies conducted airstrikes on the town, hitting civilian infrastructure,
including health care facilities and public markets, causing the deaths of at least 75 people and injuring more than 200 people, the UN reports. Additionally,
airstrikes targeted the Eastern Ghouta towns of Dayr al-Assafir, Erbeen, Hamouria, Harasta, Kafr Batna, Madira, Saqba, and Zamalka, resulting in nearly 30 deaths
in mid-October. Further, SARG barrel bombs struck the town of Marj and temporarily displaced an estimated 1,400 households across Eastern Ghouta and
severely damaged infrastructure in the town during the same reporting period.
In late October, USAID/FFP partner WFP released the results of a food security assessment conducted inside Syria, which surveyed 19,000 households in all
governorates except Ar Raqqah and Dayr az Zawr between May and June 2015. Results of the survey indicate that approximately 6.3 million people are foodinsecure. The survey found a high prevalence of food insecurity in Aleppo, Al Hasakah, Al Qunaytirah, and Hamah, where more than 45 percent of the population
were food-insecure. However, the severity of food insecurity varied across the surveyed governorates. While the assessment identified 164 critical sub-districts
where at least 20 percent of people were experiencing food insecurity, in 20 of those sub-districts, 80 percent of the populations were food-insecure.
The assessment results also reveal that nearly 40 percent of IDPs and returnees in settlements and unfinished buildings are food-insecure, compared to an
estimated 30 percent of people residing in host communities. Additionally, the WFP survey results indicate that more than 60 percent of Syrians are employing
negative coping mechanisms, such as begging, child labor, and accumulating debt to meet basic food needs.
Following the declaration of a confirmed cholera outbreak in Iraq in mid-September, locally based relief agencies have prepared for the potential spread of the
disease to Syria, given the geographical proximity to Iraq and the cyclical movement of people between the two countries. However, no cholera cases had been
confirmed in Syria as of December 4, and health organizations expect the population’s vulnerability to cholera to decline during the winter months.
From November 19–24, a USAID/OFDA partner and other Health Cluster members conducted a training of trainers for nearly additional 70 participants in the city
of Sanliurfa, Turkey; participants are now equipped to train other health care workers inside Syria on cholera preparedness and isolation and treatment
procedures. Health Cluster members have also pre-positioned more than 3,300 cholera rapid diagnostics tests (RDTs) in all governorates except Rif Damascus.
Further, WASH Cluster members continue assessing cholera contingency stocks—including bulk chlorine, household water purification tablets, and soap—
available in Aleppo, Dayr az Zawr, and Idlib, and have distributed up to 3,000 kilograms of chlorine to treat drinking water in northern Syria.

https://www.usaid.gov/crisis/syria/fy16/fs
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Airstrikes on civilian infrastructure in northern Syria, including health facilities, have intensified since the commencement of GoRF aerial support to the SARG in
late September. In October, alleged SARG and GoRF airstrikes accounted for attacks on USG-supported health facilities in northern and southern Syria. In addition,
a recent study attributed more than 70 percent of security incidents and approximately 77 percent of civilian casualties in Syria to the SARG. The NGO Physicians
for Human Rights has documented at least 90 attacks on medical facilities between January and November, marking 2015 as the year with the most recorded
health facility attacks in Syria to date.
The UN released the 2016 Humanitarian Needs Overview (HNO) on October 19, which identified 13.5 million people in need of humanitarian assistance inside
Syria. The HNO also identified 6.5 million IDPs in Syria, 1.3 million people who are hosting IDPs, and nearly 4.5 million people living in hard-to-reach locations,
including 360,000 people in besieged areas. Priority humanitarian needs for 2016 include emergency food assistance, health care, shelter, and WASH assistance.
Of the 13.5 million people in need, at least 8.7 million people are unable to fully meet basic food needs and have adopted negative coping strategies, according to
the HNO. Further, approximately 70 percent of people in Syria lack regular access to safe drinking water, and an estimated 5.3 million people are in need of safe
shelter.
To respond to large-scale displacement since the end of September, the UN allocated $10 million to emergency response activities in Syria from the Humanitarian
Pooled Fund (HPF)—a multi-donor, country-based pooled fund whose objective is to enable humanitarian assistance in Syria. The funds will address the needs of
approximately 400,000 conflict-affected people in Aleppo, Hamah, and Idlib, including more than 123,800 recently displaced people, according to the Camp
Coordination and Camp Management Cluster. Syrian NGOs received an estimated 80 percent of the allocation to deliver life-saving food, health, shelter, and
WASH assistance. HPF funding also prioritized the provision of 6,000 tents to protect newly displaced households from harsh winter conditions; distribution of
emergency food items, including ready-to-eat meals; and support to mobile health clinics and ambulances, according to the UN.

According to the HNO, 2.6 million displaced and vulnerable Syrians are in need of assistance in preparation for winter conditions. USAID/OFDA plans to provide
winterization assistance to nearly 970,000 Syrians for the 2015/2016 winter season. In October, USAID/OFDA partners began distributing blankets, clothing, fuel,
mattresses, plastic sheeting, and other relief items to help vulnerable communities prepare for the impending winter and mitigate cold-weather related risks.
Partners are also providing shelter support, such as sealing kits and tarps, for approximately 15,300 people in northern Syria. USAID/OFDA partners operating in
southern Syria are delivering winter relief items—including sleeping mats, thermal blankets, and winter clothing—to more than 274,000 people in Al Qunaytirah,
As Suwayda’, Damascus, Dar’a, and Rif Damascus. Additionally, with support from State/PRM, the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) aims
to reach approximately 220,000 IDPs in Syria with winter assistance, including thermal blankets, plastic tarpaulin, stoves, kerosene containers, and seasonally
appropriate clothing.
USG partner the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF) launched its winterization response plan in October, which aims to distribute blankets, heaters, and winterization
kits to more than 1 million Syrian children throughout Syria. UNICEF plans to introduce a voucher program in December that will enable families to access
seasonally appropriate relief items through local markets in five Syrian governorates. UNICEF also continues winter preparedness efforts in neighboring countries
and the region. While UNICEF’s regional winter preparedness strategy differs slightly by country, the primary focus is to provide vulnerable children and
households with cash assistance, electronic vouchers, and weatherappropriate clothing kits.

https://www.usaid.gov/crisis/syria/fy16/fs
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Iraq
With USG support, UNHCR initiated the procurement, transport, and warehouse storage of essential winter items in July and August 2015 to ensure that all relief
commodities were ready for distribution to Syrian refugees residing in the Iraqi Kurdistan Region (IKR) beginning in November. From November 2015 to February
2016, heating fuel will be available to vulnerable Syrian families living inside and outside of IKR refugee camps through vouchers or the direct distribution of 100
liters of kerosene per household per month. As part of UNHCR’s winter programming, vulnerable households will also receive a monthly cash supplement of $250
between November and February. UNHCR and implementing partners have identified beneficiaries based on vulnerability criteria in adherence to guidelines
supported by the Cash Assistance Working Group in Iraq.
Jordan
The Government of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan (GoHKJ) Ministry of Interior (MoI) is allowing refugees to use a UNHCR statement of address when applying
for their MoI service card, bypassing the previous requirement that refugees needed a certified lease agreement or have their landlord present to receive the
card. As of October 15, the MoI had issued approximately 222,300 Syrian MoI service cards; of this total, more than 204,000 are Syrian refugees registered with
UNHCR. The verification exercise requires all Syrians, both refugees and non-refugees, residing outside of camps to register with the GoHKJ and obtain new
documents that permit access to GoHKJ-provided services such as education and health care.
With financial support from the USG, the E.U., and Germany, camp managers officially opened two newly built school complexes in the Za’atri refugee camp in
northern Jordan on October 27, bringing the total number of schools in Za’atri to 24. The schools will reduce overcrowding in classrooms and improve the overall
quality of learning among Syrian refugee children attending formal schools. In October, approximately 143,000 Syrian students accessed formal education in camp
and host community settings in Jordan.
With USG support, UNHCR is providing cash assistance to nearly 39,000 families, or approximately 150,000 refugees in Jordan to help meet critical needs during
the winter season. To date in 2015, UNHCR has delivered $35.1 million to more than 27,400 refugee families living in Jordanian urban areas.
Lebanon
Results from the Vulnerability Assessment of Syrian Refugees (VASyR)—a collaborative assessment undertaken in May and June and released in October—UNHCR,
UNICEF, and WFP confirm that the food security of refugees in Lebanon has significantly worsened since the previous assessment in 2014. Moderate food
insecurity doubled, affecting one quarter of households, while the proportion of food-secure households fell from 25 percent to 11 percent. Findings from the
assessment also indicate that the use of negative coping strategies has more than doubled among refugee households during the past year, increasing from 28
percent in 2014 to 61 percent in 2015. Further, an estimated 70 percent of refugee households are living below the national poverty line, compared to 50 percent
in 2014, according to the survey. Recent funding from donors, however, will increase food voucher values for refugees from more than $13 to nearly $22 per
person per month beginning in November and lasting through January 2016 at current funding levels.
On November 12, the Kuwait Red Crescent Society (KRCS) launched an aid campaign to support Syrian refugees in Lebanon in coordination with the Lebanese Red
Cross. According to the head of the KRCS delegation to Lebanon, KRCS has distributed emergency food assistance and hygiene kits to nearly 350 Syrian refugee
households in in Akkar District in northern Lebanon. The campaign will cover the needs of more than 7,000 Syrian refugee households for one month and will
provide additional aid for refugees this winter.
With USG support, UNICEF has helped establish a new water distribution network in Majdel Anjar village in Bekaa Valley, Lebanon, where more than 17,000
Syrian refugees and 15,000 Lebanese people reside. Additionally, by installing a new 7,200-feet water-supply line in the town of Jeb Janine, Bekaa Valley, UNICEF
is ensuring the transmission of approximately 3 million liters of water per day and improving access to safe drinking water for local populations, including more
than 8,000 Syrian refugees and 5,600 Lebanese people.
https://www.usaid.gov/crisis/syria/fy16 fs01
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Turkey
On November 16, the UK announced that it plans to contribute up to $419 million in bilateral assistance to Turkey during the next two years to assist with the
Syrian conflict and resultant refugee crisis. The new funding will likely target humanitarian projects; support schools, hospitals, and housing for Syrian refugees;
and assist communities hosting refugees. The new UK announcement builds upon existing funding through the UK Department for International Development
(DFID), which has provided approximately $52 million for humanitarian projects in Turkey since the beginning of the Syrian complex emergency.
In collaboration with the Turkish Red Crescent Society (TRCS), WFP continues to assess the vulnerability of the refugee population residing outside of camps in
Turkey in an effort to channel assistance to those most in need. WFP plans to maintain its off-camp program, which has supported more than 25,000 Syrians to
date in 2015, through the end of the year. The program aims to reach up to 45,000 Syrian households in total by the end of 2015.
According to WFP, in refugee camp settings, TRCS, Turkey’s Disaster and Emergency Management Authority (AFAD), and WFP have worked together to provide
Syrian refugees with sufficient food assistance to enable the refugees to cover their food requirements. The number of refugees in camps assisted by voucher
support from WFP and AFAD is limited to approximately 150,000 individuals in 11 camps. AFAD covers the entirety of the voucher amount to the population of
the remaining 14 camps.
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Aid to Syria in FY2015

Total U.S. Aid FY2012-FY2015

Source: https://fts.unocha.org/pageloader.aspx?page=search-reporting_display&CQ=cq020315114425TxF7oSVtRX and
www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/documents/1866/09.21.15 - USG Syria Complex Emergency Fact Sheet %238.pdf, 5.1.16
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Syrian Citizens and Syrian-born Population: 2014

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 18
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Asylum applications of Syrian Citizens : 2014

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 19
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Syrian Refugees, Asylum Seekers and IDPs : 2014-2015

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 20
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Syrian Refugee and IDB Crisis: March 1, 2015
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http://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/ECDM_20150229_Syria_IDPs.pdf

Camps for Syrian Refugees: April 2015

Source: Atlas-Syria: Federal Ministry of the interior, Republic of Austria, 2015, http://www.ecoi.net/atlas_syria.pdf, p. 17
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Source:
http://www.bbc.com/news/world
-middle-east-27838034
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Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-27838034
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Rising Syrian Aid Costs: 2012-2016

Sixty countries are represented at the conference, including 30 world leaders. They are aiming to help the 4.6 million refugees and 13.5
million people in need of humanitarian assistance inside Syria
.The pledges included $2.6bn from Germany, $1.7bn from the UK, $1bn from France and $925m from the US. Australia, Belgium, Italy,
Poland, Japan, the UAE, Austria, Switzerland, Estonia, Denmark and Finland also committed funds…the EU would commit €3bn this year
and intended to "maintain this level of financing" for 2017 and beyond. He said the European Investment Bank would also "play its part",
offering to lend as much as €23bn "for the whole of the Middle East and North Africa".
The $9bn being sought on Thursday is made up of a UN appeal for $7.7bn and about $1.3bn requested by regional host governments.
Part of the reason for the record request is the underfunding of previous appeals. Only 43% of the $2.9bn pledged to the UN's 2015
appeal has so far been funded. Delegates from Turkey - which hosts the largest number of refugees, 2.5 million - Jordan and Lebanon
said their societies would need long-term support in order to adapt to the influx from Syria.
Source: BBC, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-35488674.
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Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-27838034
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